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a b s t r a c t

A theoretical calculation model for ship stern bearings with large hull deformation is established and
validated theoretically and experimentally. A hull simulation model is established to calculate hull de-
formations corresponding to the reaction force of stern bearings under multi-factor and multi-operating
conditions. The results show that in the condition of wave load, hull deformation shows randomness; the
aft stern tube bearing load obeys the Gaussian distribution and its value increases significantly compared
with the load under static, and the probability of aft stern tube bearing load greater than 1 is 65.7%. The
influence laws and levels between hull deformation and bearing reaction force are revealed, and sug-
gestions for ship stern bearing specifications are proffered accordingly.

© 2020 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

As global pollution becomes more and more serious, new en-
ergy and future energy systems may face severe challenges.
Developing new environmentally friendly materials and reducing
energy consumption have become the main challenges facing the
world’s industries. Therefore, this paper chooses to install water
with green shipping. The ship propulsion shafting of lubricating aft
stern tube bearing is the object, and the influence of hull defor-
mation on the load characteristics of bearings (especially the aft
stern tube bearing and forward stern tube bearing) is discussed, in
order to provide guiding opinions and suggestions for reasonable
distribution of bearing load and energy saving and emission
reduction. The aft stern tube bearing is one of the essential com-
ponents of ship propulsion system. Its working environment and
conditions are harsh and highly variable. The lubrication charac-
teristics(He et al.,2013, 2014; Li and Xiao, 2011) and vibration
characteristics(Jin and Liu, 2010a,b) of the ship’s aft stern tube
bearing exhibit randomness, especially its load characteristics. The
load placed upon the system has time-varying characteristics,

which affect the safety and reliability of shafting operations as well
as the entire ship’s navigation. The reaction force of the aft stern
tube bearing is thus of theoretical and engineering value.

Modernization and large-scale development have caused
continuous increase in ship hull deformation, engine power, shaft
size, and uncertain factors, which altogether impact the reliability,
safety, and environmental adaptability of the shaft (Wang et al.,
2005; Geng et al.,2010; Murawski, 2005). The Japan Maritime As-
sociation found that shaft propulsion device damage caused.

by maritime accidents statistically accounts for 10%e20% of the
total damage (Xu., 2000), aft stern tube bearing failure is the main
cause of such accidents.

During the ship navigation process, hull deformation continu-
ally alters the bearing load while reducing the output power and
transmission efficiency of the ship propulsion shaft. Hull defor-
mation also continually truncates the service life of the ship (Li and
Liu, 2010). Serious cases can lead to aft stern tube bearing burns and
other fatal failures such as complete loss of propulsion and
amplitude of the torsional vibration exceeds the allowable value
which are a crisis situation that seriously endangers lives and
property aboard the vessel（I. Senjanovi�c，2019a,b）.

Hull deformation affects the load exerted upon the aft stern tube
bearing by changing the bearing elevation. Many previous re-
searchers have studied hull deformation and aft stern tube bearing
load, but most focus on deterministic assessment and limit to
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typical loading conditions such as full loads and ballasts; few have
explored the effects of wave loads (Geng et al.,2010; Dong and
Zhang, 2009) The bearing load significantly increases under
ballast or full loads, while the middle bearing receives zero or
negative force (Wen,2007; Li,2012). Bearings are elevated caused
by rising motion of the hull as it is deformed. Aft stern tube bearing
loadmany increase beyond the allowable value or even reach a zero
or negative value, in tankers, bulk carriers, and container ships. The
allowable specific pressure value of oil-lubricated aft stern tube
bearing is 0.6 MPa，water-lubricated aft stern tube bearing is
0.49 MPa (CCS., 2017). In a new VLCC(Very Large Crude Carrier), the
load on the front bearing of the tail pipe increases 21.650 kN when
the middle bearing position occurs 0.1 mm (Zhou, 2005).

T. Zhong (2009) calculates hull deformation under hogging and
sagging conditions, then calculates the bearing reaction force by
three moment method under the same conditions. Hull deforma-
tion reduce the reaction force of the rear bearing by 1% under
hogging condition, while the aft stern tube bearing, forward stern
tube bearing, and the intermediate bearing increased by 6.7%, 5.8%,
and 72%, respectively. The load on the aft stern tube bearing, for-
ward stern tube bearing, and intermediate bearing increased by
1.7%, 14%, and 73% respectively, under sagging condition.

The wave level in the world’s major navigational sea areas is
mainly 3 to 5 (BMT Fluid Mechanics Limited., 2001), that is, wave
height ranges from 0.5 to 4.0 m, level 6 waves (wave height
4.0e6.0 m), are a less common occurrence. L. Shi et al. (2010) takes
76,000 DWT oil tanker as a research object to establish a three-
dimensional model finite element hull deformation model which
fluctuates with wave height and temperature changes. Compared
to the effects of waves, water temperature changes exerted signif-
icantly greater effects on hull deformation when the impact on the
bearing load is ignored.

Average ship propeller length has continually increased in
recent decades. This increase in length relative to the hull structure
the shaft system comes with increased flexibility, and a substantial
impact on bearing load. Low and Lim (2004) investigated a ship
with a long shaft to find that hull deformation affects the reaction
force of the aft stern tube bearing, forward stern tube bearing, and
intermediate bearing significantly, while hull rigidity in the
gearbox bearings and host bearing mounting position remain
stable.

The bearing load is extremely sensitive to hull deformation.
However, there has been neither little research on the uncertainty
of hull deformation itself nor its influence on bearing load uncer-
tainty. Waves obey Gaussian distribution (Francesco, 2006; Farrar,

2008; Janssen and Herbers, 2009; Georg and Sofia, 2009;
Tatsuhiko, 2010; Alessandra et al., 2014) requiring a balance be-
tween quality and ergodicity, which can be assessed through actual
measurements of sea conditions and years of ocean data statistics.
When the hull is regarded as a linear system, if the input of sea state
parameters obey Gaussian distribution, the hull deformation
(output parameter) is also subject to Gaussian distribution through
the ship’s linear dynamic system. Zhang et al., 2014) studied the
influence of wave directions, wave heights, and wave frequencies
on hull deformation at the samewavelength to analyze changes in a
large container ship under statistical principle. They confirmed that
hull deformation follows the Gaussian distribution. The bearing
load changes caused by hull deformation can be considered as
stochastic displacements. Based on Fokker Planck equations and
Markovian theory, Tiwari and Vyas (1995,1997) established bearing
load system under the action of random displacement load; they
use the curve fitting method to obtain random bearing displace-
ment values which are wide-band and random with a mean of 0,
obeying the Gaussian distribution. They also used Monte Carlo
simulation to study the uncertainty of the bearing load. The cor-
rectness of the calculation method was verified experimentally.
Lech Murawski (2005) explored the influence of ship ship loading
state and wavelength on hull deformation in 2000 TEU (Twenty
foot Equivalent Unit) containerships and calculated the influence of
hull deformation on shaft load. They found that ship hull defor-
mation is indeed an important factor affecting bearing load.

The procedure steps of the paper is shown in Fig. 1. As Fig. 1
shows, a calculation model for bearing load is established for
bearing load which been verified theoretically and experimentally.
A method for characterizing the hull deformation uncertainty
based on stochastic is proposed; a hull deformation simulation
model which is validated under muti-factor and muti-operation
conditions per the mathematical expression of hull deformation
uncertainty is established. The influence rule and influence level of
hull deformation on aft stern tube bearing load are revealed, and
constructive suggestions are proffered.

2. Ship bearing load calculation formula

The ship propulsion shaft is simplified as lumped mass points
and massless elastic shaft sections. Ship propeller shaft bearing
model using the improved transfer matrix method and stochastic
theory is established, then validated as discussed in detail below.

The ship propulsion shaft system is mainly comprised of tail
shafts, aft stern tube bearings, intermediate shafts, intermediate

Nomenclature

A cross-sectional area
D shaft diameter
E axial elastic modulus
F Reaction force of the aft stern tube bearing
F0 reference value of aft stern tube bearing
g gravitational acceleration
GE material shear modulus
J shaft section of the moment
k section coefficient
l length of the shaft section
L bearing diameter of the aft stern tube bearing length
m element mass
M moment at both ends of the element
P0 specific bearing pressure

P bearing pressure
Q shear force at both ends of the element
WR aft stern tube bearing load (dimensionless)
x distance between the bearing and the fulcrum of the

end bearing
y deflection of both end faces of the bearing element
Z state parameter
d the hull deformation
D relative displacement of bearings
f turn angle of both end faces of the bearing element
u shaft speed
g coefficient considering the impact of the shear factor

Abbreviation
CCS China Classification Society
FE Finite Element
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bearings, thrust shafts and thrust bearings. The quantity of tail,
intermediate and the thrust bearings vary in different ship types.
For calculation simplicity, the position of the center of mass does
not change as this quantity changes. A diagram of the shaft is
shown in Fig. 2.

As mentioned above, bearing elevation changes when hull
deformation is considered. As the supporting unit j (j¼ 1,2,3…N) is
displaced in the vertical direction, the bearing undergoes relative
displacement due to bearings’ elastic force. Assume that yj
（unit:m） is the deflection of both end faces of the bearing unit
included in the hull deformation dj（unit:m）, then the relative
displacement of bearings is Dj ¼ dj � yj, The balance equations for

both ends of the bearing unit are:

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

yRj ¼ yLj ¼ yj

fR
j ¼ fL

j ¼ fj

MR
j ¼ ML

j ¼ Mj

QR
j þmjg ¼ QL

j þmju
2yj þ KsjDj

(1)

where, y is the deflection of both end faces of the bearing unit, m; f
is the turn angle of both end faces of the bearing unit, rad; M is the
moment at both ends of the element, N▪m; Q is the shear force at
both ends of the element, N; R, L respectively, represent the right
and left elements of the unit; m is element mass, kg; u is shaft
speed, rad▪s�1; g is gravitational acceleration, kg▪ s�2; Ks is the unit
stiffness, N▪m�1; d is hull deformation, m;

When there is no support at the element position, the propeller
shaft section is equivalent to a massless beam. According to the
mechanical balance and deformation conditions, considering the
bending stiffness EJ and the shear influence coefficient g of the
shaft section, the equilibrium equation with equal sections is:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

yjþ1 ¼ yj þ ljfj þ
l2j
2EJj

Mj þ
l3j
6EJj

�
1� gj

�
Qj

fjþ1 ¼ fj þ
lj
EJj

Mj þ
l2j
2EJj

Qj

Mjþ1 ¼ Mj þ ljQj

Qjþ1 ¼ Qj

(2)

where, l is the length of the shaft section, m; E is the axial elastic

Fig. 1. Steps of the procedure.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of ship propulsion shafting structure and nodes.
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modulus, Pa; J is the shaft section of the moment, m4; D is the shaft
diameter, m; and g is the coefficient considering the impact of the
shear factor.

Jj ¼
pDj

4

64
(3)

gj ¼
6EJj

kGEAjlj
2 (4)

where: GE is thematerial shearmodulus, Pa; A is the cross-sectional
area, m2; and k is the section coefficient (a solid round axis is 0.886;
a thin-walled hollow shaft is about 2/3).

The ship propulsion shaft can be simplified as a system
composed of a mass point, shaft section and elastic support. The
quality points and shaft sections are our srudy objects here, they
are configured as a combination of components. The corresponding
force diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

In the vertical direction, according to the principle ofmechanical
equilibrium, Eqs (1)e(4) are established, followed by the relation-
ship between the right parameters and the left parameters of the
component combination:

ZRjþ1 ¼ TjZ
L
j þ FBj (5)

where, Z is the state parameter, Z¼ [y fMQ]; j is the left-hand-side
assembly quantity, jþ1 is the right-hand-side assembly quantity;
and T, FB are the transfer matrix of the assembly.

Tj ¼
�
T11 T12
T21 T22

�

j
(6)

FBj
¼ �

Te Tf
�T
j (7)

T11j ¼

2
66664

1þ l3

6EJ

�
mu2 � Ks

	
ð1� gÞ l

l2
�
mu2 � Ks

�
2EJ

1

3
77775
j

(8)

T12j ¼

2
66664

l2

2EJ
l3
6EJ ð1� gÞ

l
EJ

l2
2EJ

3
77775
j

(9)

T21j ¼
� l
�
mu2 � Ks

	
0�

mu2 � Ks

	
0

�

j
(10)

T22j ¼
�
1 l
0 1

�

j
(11)

Tej¼

2
66664

l3

6EJ
ð1� gÞðKsd�mgÞ

l2

2EJ
ðKsd�mgÞ

3
77775
j

(12)

Tfj ¼
�
lðKsd�mgÞ
Ksd�mg

�

j
(13)

To transform the transfer matrix Eq. (5), the matrix f and s are
introduced.

f j¼ SjejþPj (14)

f ¼ ½M Q �T (15)

e¼ ½ y f �T (16)

The form of the transfer matrix is

Zj ¼ Tj�1Tj�2/T3T2T1Z1 þ Tj�1Tj�2/T3T2FB1 þ/þ FBj�1

(17)

Again bearing position is affected by hull deformation, per Eq.
(5) - Eq. (13), the matrix becomes:

Tj ¼
�
u11 u12
u21 u22

�

j

¼

2
66666666664

1 l l
�
mu2 � Ks

�
0

0 1 mu2 � Ks 0

l2

2EJ
l3
6EJ ð1� gÞ 1þ l3

6EJ

�
mu2 � Ks

�ð1� gÞ l

l
EJ

l2
2EJ

l2ðmu2�KsÞ
2EJ 1

3
77777777775
j

(18)

FBj
¼

�
Ff
Fe

�

j
¼

2
66666666664

lðKsd�mgÞ
Ksd�mg

l3

6EJ
ð1� gÞðKsd�mgÞ

l2

2EJ
ðKsd�mgÞ

3
77777777775
j

(19)

The recursive formulas of S, P and e are as followsFig. 3. Force diagram of combination components.
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Sjþ1 ¼ ½u11Sþ u12�j½u21Sþ u22��1
j (20)

Pjþ1 ¼
h
u11Pþ Ff

i
j
� Sjþ1½u21Pþ Fe�j (21)

ej ¼ ½u21Sþ u22��1
j ejþ1 � ½u21Sþ u22��1

j ½u21Pþ Fe�j (22)

The left end of the interface is the free end. The boundary
conditions for the bendingmoment and shear force are zero, that is,
f1 ¼ 0, e1s 0. The initial value S1 ¼ 0, P1 ¼ 0.

According to Eqs. (20) and (21), a recursion of the above formula
is conducted to obtain S2，P2，S3，P3， … ，SNþ1，PNþ1.

For the right-side interface,

fNþ1 ¼ SNþ1eNþ1 þ PNþ1 (23)

The right end is a free end, thenfNþ1 ¼ 0

eNþ1 ¼ � S�1
Nþ1PNþ1 (24)

If the right end is treated as fixed constraint pair, then

fNþ1 ¼PNþ1 (25)

Eq. (14) - Eq. (25) reveal the reaction force in each node position.
The reaction force in the bearing position, including hull

deformation, is:

Rj ¼
lj þ ljþ1

ljljþ1
Mj �

ljMjþ1 þ ljþ1Mj�1

ljljþ1
þmjg þ Ksj

�
yj � dj

	
(26)

3. Calculating hull deformation in waves

Here, the 8,530TEU container ship is used as a research object. A
finite elementmodel of the ship hull is established to determine the
wave load and influence of wave height, wave direction, wave
frequency, and wave phase in ANSYS-AQWA software. The wave
length is about equal to the captain length throughout our

calculations. The hull deformation calculation process is shown in
Fig. 4.

The ship’s main structural parameters (e.g., type, width, depth,
draft) including full-load displacement of 136,944 t are listed in
Table 1.

The propulsion shaft of the ship is a single-propeller system
mainly comprised of two oil-lubricated aft stern tube bearings,
three intermediate bearings, and a thrust bearing as shown in Fig. 5.

In the FE model, using the lumped mass points instead of the
superstructure and the lumped mass points are associated with the
ship’s main structure through the rigid domain. The total units of
the finite element container ship model number 95,450 with
70,281 nodes, as shown in Fig. 6.

Due to the larger scale of the ship and because the sternwas our
primary concern in this study, the grid of the ship tail is encrypted
and fine-meshed, as shown in Fig. 7.

The partial structure of the bow and amidships are simplified,
then used a coarse grid to ensure accurate calculations at the best
computational efficiency possible.

Since the main navigation of the ship is in the Pacific navigation
area, according to the wave spectrum of the navigation area, we
chose the wave frequency, 8 frequencies with a high frequency of
occurrence of the wave frequency were selected, from 0.3 to
1.0 rad/s. Each wave frequency will also correspond to different
wave height, and the wave heights with the most occurrences were
still selected. Different wave directions will have different effects on
the deformation of the hull. The hull is mainly subjected to vertical
bending moments when facing the waves and along the waves.
Different wave directions will have different effects on the defor-
mation of the hull. When the ship is following sea and heading sea,
the hull is mainly affected by the vertical bending moment. When

Fig. 4. Calculation flow chart of hull deformation.

Table 1
Ship’s main parameters.

Items Date Items Date

Ship’s type 8530 TEU Total length 334 m
Molded breadth 42.8 m Length between perpendiculars 320 m
Molded depth 24.8 m Design draft depth 13m
Full-load displacement 136,944 t Structure draft depth 14.65 m
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the oblique wave gradually transitions to the transverse wave, the
vertical bending moment of the hull gradually becomes smaller.

According to the conclusion of the conference (Zhu et al., 2004),
it is known from ship experiments that the peak values of trans-
verse bending moment and wave torque generally occur at wave

angles of 60� and 120�, and generally, when the wave direction is
less than 30� on the side of the bow, the wave bending moment is
not reduced significantly, so thewave angle is increased from 30� to
270� into 7 waves. Considering that the phase has a non-negligible
influence on the hull deformation, the AQWA software defaults to
the 0� phase, and the wave peak is at the center of gravity of the
ship. Therefore, the 0�e270� is divided into 4 phases according to
the 90� increment.

Therefore, there are 224 kinds of working conditions that need
to be calculated, we assume that the probability of occurrence of
each working condition is equal. Due to the relationship of motion
and relative motion between objects, we assume that the ship is
stationary while the wave is applied as a dynamic load on the hull.
Wave forward speed is ship speed, ship speed is 25.8 kn. Therefore,
the factor of damping is not considered. According to the navigation
environment and navigation range of the ship, the wave frequency
is divided into eight grades, the wave height into seven grades, the
wave directions into seven grades, and the phase into four grades as
listed in Table 2.

The ship-shafting coupling model is now complete. As shown in
Table 2, there are a total of 224 hull deformation calculation cases.
The probability of the four factors of hull deformation is equal; they
are “equal probability events”. The probability statistics method is
used to obtain the sample expectation, sample variance, maximum
value, and minimum values listed in Table .3.

The variance data in Table .3 indicates that hull deformation
fluctuations are largest in the aft stern tube bearing position,
because the ship structure is especially complex in this area and is
subjected to particularly extreme conditions; hull rigidity is small
at the tail. The intermediate bearing represents greater stiffness in
the ship per its location; hull deformation data fluctuates less and
the hull is less sensitive to wave loads at the intermediate position.

The ship aft stern tube bearing and front supporting bearing of
thrust bearing are selected as the reference point, then connected
the two points as a baseline. The hull deformation in bearing po-
sition relative to the baseline is shown in Fig. 8.

The relative hull deformation under wave conditions was fitted
by least squares method to obtain the following polynomial.

f ðxÞ¼8><
>:

1:4� 10�3x3 � 9:65� 10�2x2 þ 1:411x� 0:1� 10�3Max
1:1� 10�3x3 � 7:87� 10�2x2 þ 1:112xþ 4:7� 10�3Mean

0:9� 10�3x3 � 5:88� 10�2x2 þ 0:781xþ 2:09� 10�2Min

(28)

where x is the distance between the bearing and the fulcrum of the
end bearing, m.

4. Case study

Ship hull deformations must be appropriately considered when

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of bearing position.

Fig. 6. Finite element model of the whole ship structure.

Fig. 7. Ship-shafting coupling model in ship tail.

Table 2
Wave conditions.

Frequency/rad$s�1 Height/m Direction/（o） Phase/（o）

0.3 2.0 30 0
0.4 2.5 60 90
0.5 3.2 90 180
0.6 3.8 120 270
0.7 4.0 150 e

0.8 4.5 180 e

0.9 5.0 270 e

1.0 e e e
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aligning the shaft (China Classification Society., 2006). In this
example, firstly the bearing loads of the ship propulsion shafts
without consideration of hull deformation are calculated, that is
static condition. Static means that the shafting is properly cali-
brated without taking into account the hull deformation. Then
bearing loads including ship hull deformation (floating, full, and
ballasting) are calculated by the method of this paper, CCS(China
Classification Society) and yard.

The three-bending moment method is adopted by CCS to align
the ship propulsion shafting system. The bearing load, the relative
inclination angle of the propeller shaft in the position of rear
bearing, and the axial bending stress are used as limiting condi-
tions. The theoretical calculation is made to determine the
centerline of the shafting system, and the bearing load is
determined.

Calculations required for the alignment of the ship’s shafting:

(1) The structural elements of the ship’s propulsion shafting is
simplified, a physical model for the calculation of the
shafting system is established.

(2) The bending moment, the supporting force, the deflection
and the section angle of each bearing at the axis of the
shafting were calculated by the method of three-bend
moment.

(3) The bearing load influence coefficient that characterizing the
relationship between bearing load and displacement is
calculated.

(4) Then, the finite element method is used to calculate the hull
deformation in conditions of floating, full and ballast load.
The hull deformation will cause the position of each bearing

to change in the vertical direction, causing the redistribution
of the reaction forces of the bearings.

The relative deformation curve of the hull in three states, as
shown in Fig. 9.

Calculation methods of reaction forces used in the yards are as
follows.

Hull large deformations are firstly calculated by using the finite
element analysis results under various ship loading conditions, as
shown in Fig. 9. Then, relative hull deformations are obtained by
fixing the end location of the rear part of the aft STB and the
location of girder in themain engine as “0". The 8,530TEU container
ship has no gearbox, and its thrust bearing, rear bearing of thrust
bearing and front bearing of thrust bearing are mounted installed
in the main engine. Finally, reaction forces are obtained by con-
trolling all the bearing offsets through shaft alignment analysis.

The results compared against similar calculations by CCS and
yards are presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 shows that the calculated results of the bearing sup-
porting force are in accordance with the curve of the results of CCS
(China Classification Society) and yards. The data of the three

Table 3
Absolute deformation statistics (unit: m).

Stern tube bearing Before stern tube bearing Immediate bearing
1

Immediate bearing
2

Immediate bearing
3

m 0.336 1 0.306 3 0.270 5 0.216 3 0.166 4
s2 0.002 9 0.002 5 0.002 1 0.001 5 0.001 0
Max 0.491 8 0.451 5 0.403 7 0.331 7 0.264 2
Min 0.179 5 0.160 2 0.136 4 0.100 1 0.068 1

Fig. 8. Relative deformation of hull in wave condition.
Fig. 9. The relative deformation curve of hull deformation.

(5) Taking the bearing load, the relative inclination angle of the propeller shaft
at the rear bearing of the tail pipe, and the bending stress of the shaft as the
limiting conditions, and taking into account the influence of the deforma-
tion of the hull, the linear displacement method or the trial and error
method is used to determine the optimal displacement or reasonable
displacement of the bearing; The bearing load, the relative inclination angle
of the propeller shaft at the position of rear bearing, and the bending stress
of the shaft were taken as the limiting conditions, and taking into account
the influence of the hull deformation, the optimal displacement or reason-
able displacement of the bearing were determined by the method of linear
programming method or the method of trial and error.

(6) Finally, the actual reaction force on the bearing is calculated according to the
bearing displacement and the reaction influence coefficient.
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results are in good agreement with each other. In the No. 3 bearing
location, the maximum relative error is 14.25% under full load. The
reaction force of the No.1 bearing is 1378.3 kN under the maximum
full load. Compared to the static state, the reaction force of the aft
stern tube bearing increases by 10.9 kN. The minimum load state is
1346.7 kN under ballast conditions.

Ships are subjected to wave loads during any given voyage. The
wave load acts as a random variable on the ship hull, causes hull
deformation, and impacts the bearing load. The ship hull de-
formations are plugged under wave loads into the mathematical
model (Eq. (26)), then calculated the reaction force of bearings as
shown in Fig. 11.

In a static state, the bearing load is uniform. Under wave load,
the hull deformation is random and the bearing load amplitude
fluctuates substantially. The stern tube bearing’s maximum reac-
tion force increases by 105 kN compared to the static load; the
difference between the maximumvalue (1.68 � 106) and minimum
value (1.16 � 106) is 520 kN.

Our results suggest that the influence of wave load on the aft
stern tube bearing load is especially significant.We recommend the
CCS to consider the effects of wave load when testing propulsion
shaft systems. Bearing loads should be amended according to the
ship’s actual maritime field to calculate hull deformation and study
its impact on the bearings.

5. Influence of hull deformation on aft stern tube bearing
load

Hull deformation is one of the important factors in bearing load
changes. ABS, NK, and LR classification societies have also
confirmed that hull deformation conditions are an important factor
affecting the bearing load. Under CCS regulations, the bearing load
characteristics of the superstructure and main equipment must be
calculated before installation per floating, ballast, and full load
conditions. However, factors such as draft, wave change the ship
hull deformation and relative position of bearings. These changes
have a significant impact on bearing load.

Waves comprise the most important factor affecting ship hull
deformation, which in turn has a direct influence on the reaction
force of bearings. Wave loads including varying height, frequency,
direction, and length are random throughout the ocean. Wave
length can be simulated by changing the initial phase of the wave.
In this study, the wave length equal to the length of the ship, wave
height varying between 2.0 and 5.0 m, wave frequency from 0.3 to

Fig. 10. The reaction force of bearings of ship shafting.

Fig. 11. Reaction force of bearing 1# - 7#.
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1.0 rad/s, wave directions from 30 to 270�, and wave phases from
0 to 270�. The total number of calculations is 224.

The limit states of ship hull deformation include sagging and
hogging. Four deformation conditions are plugged into the single
aft stern tube bearing load uncertainty model accordingly: full load
and hogging, full load and sagging, hogging in waves, and sagging
in waves. The aft stern tube bearing load value without considering
hull deformation is selected (i.e., static state) as a contrast. The aft
stern tube bearing load is dimensionless.

The standard for measuring the size of the load in the ship stern
tube bearing is bearing pressure, P ¼ F/(DL), where F is the reaction
force of the aft stern tube bearing; D is the inner diameter of the
bearing, m; and L is the bearing diameter of the aft stern tube
bearing length, m. It is necessary to calculate the ship bearings’
reaction force prior to setting sail. Here, the specific bearing pres-
sure is assumed as P0 ¼ F0/(DL) and F0 is the reference value of aft
stern tube bearing. The aft stern tube bearing load (dimensionless)
is: WR¼F/F0.

The ship hull deformations caused by waves were substituted
into the aft stern tube bearing reaction force model. The resulting
load bearing box diagram of the aft stern tube bearing is shown in
Fig. 12; the scatter diagram of the aft stern tube bearing load is
shown in Fig. 13.

The effects of hull deformation on the bearing load can be
divided into two types. One involves treating the hull deformation
as a definite value. The aft stern tube bearing loads are also definite
values, including the mean values of hull deformation under hog-
ging and sagging wave conditions, full load, and static conditions.
The second involves treating the wave load as random displace-
ment, where the aft stern tube bearing load is also random.

As shown in Fig. 12, under the first type of condition, the
maximum reaction force of the aft stern tube bearing is 1.11 and the
minimum is 0.95. Under the second type of condition, the wave
load is random and the aft stern tube bearing load varies within a
certain range. The max reaction force value is 1.30 in the hogging
and wave state, marking a 30% increase over the static state.
Compared to the aft stern tube bearing reaction force in hogging
and wave and sagging and wave states, the aft stern tube bearing
load variation rangewas the largest in thewave load state. Standard
deviations under three states (wave sagging, wave hogging, and
wave) were calculated to be 0.021, 0.022, and 0.102, respectively.

Fig. 13 shows where the ship stern tube bearing’s reaction force
was distributed in three regions across the wave states. In region I,
the probability of aft stern tube bearing load is 22.1% greater than

the probability in the hogging and wave state. In region II, the ship
stern tube bearing’s reaction force lies between the two values in
hogging (wave) and sagging (wave) states; its probability is 57.8%.
In region III, the probability of aft stern tube bearing reaction force
is 20.2% less than in the sagging and wave state. Overall, the
probability of the aft stern tube bearing load is 65.7% greater than 1.

Based on the above analysis, the three typical states (floating,
ballasting, full) do not alone meet the requirements for theoretical
research and engineering calculation on aft stern tube bearing load.
To ensure accurate aft stern tube bearing load tests and corre-
sponding specifications, the effects of wave loads must be consid-
ered. The aft stern tube bearing load is also subject to Gaussian
distribution under wave loads. Sufficient data regarding the wave
load, hull deformation, and shaft system geometric data allows the
engineer to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the aft
stern tube bearing load; this information can then be used to
roughly estimate the probability that the aft stern tube bearing will
exceed static calculation value at sea (i.e., in waves). In short, the
proposed calculation method can provide a workable theoretical
reference for ship stern tube bearing operation.

6. Conclusion

In this study, a ship propulsion shaft system model is estab-
lished using the mechanics method. The shaft is discretized into a
multi-degree of freedom system with several lumped masses and
mass-less elastic shafts with a uniform cross-section. Then the
simplified axle is subjected to force analysis. Transfer matrix
equations of each axis segment were obtained, then transformed to
reveal the influence of hull deformation on aft stern tube bearing
load. Our calculation results are well in accordance with CCS data
and yards’ data.

In this study, the influence of wave loads on aft stern tube
bearing uncertainty under the effects of ship hull deformation is
focused specifically, the result shows that among various load
states, the reaction force of the aft stern tube bearing is influenced
most significantly by ship hull deformation under hogging load in
waves. The traditional calculation method and existing specifica-
tions do not meet the engineering requirements for aft stern tube
bearing load. The influence of ship hull deformation in wave loadsFig. 12. Line diagram of aft stern tube bearing load box.

Fig. 13. Scatter plot of aft stern tube bearing load.
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should be taken into account when conducting aft stern tube
bearing load tests and developing corresponding specifications.
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